Abstract. In this paper we consider a notion of pointwise Kan extension in double categories that naturally generalises Dubuc's notion of pointwise Kan extension along enriched functors. We show that, when considered in equipments that admit opcartesian tabulations, it generalises Street's notion of pointwise Kan extension in 2-categories.
Introduction
A useful construction in classical category theory is that of right Kan extension along functors and, dually, that of left Kan extension along functors. Many important notions, including that of limit and right adjoint functor, can be regarded as right Kan extensions. On the other hand right Kan extensions can often be constructed out of limits; such Kan extensions are called pointwise. It is this notion of Kan extension that was extended to more general settings, firstly by Dubuc in [Dub70] , to a notion of pointwise Kan extension along V-functors, between categories enriched in some suitable category V, and later by Street in [Str74] , to a notion of pointwise Kan extension along morphisms in any 2-category.
It is unfortunate that Street's notion, when considered in the 2-category V-Cat of V-enriched categories, does not agree with Dubuc's notion of pointwise Kan extension, but is stronger in general. In this paper we show that by moving from 2-categories to double categories it is possible to unify Dubuc's and Street's notion of pointwise Kan extension.
In §1 we recall the notion of double category, which generalises that of 2-category by considering, instead of a single type, two types of morphism. For example one can consider both ring homomorphisms and bimodules between rings. One type of morphism is drawn vertically and the other horizontally so that cells in a double category, which have both a horizontal and vertical morphism as source and as target, are shaped like squares. Every double category K contains a 2-category V (K) consisting of the objects and vertical morphisms of K, as well as cells whose horizontal source and target are identities.
In §2 we recall the notion of equipment. An equipment is a double category in which horizontal morphisms can both be restricted and extended along vertical morphisms. Cells defining extensions will be especially useful in regard to Kan extensions; such cells are called opcartesian.
In §3 several notions of Kan extension in a double category are recalled. Among those is that of pointwise Kan extension in 'closed' equipments which, in the closed equipment of enriched V-categories, generalises Dubuc's notion. This notion we extend to arbitrary double categories.
In §4 we consider cells in double categories under whose precomposition the class of cells defining pointwise Kan extensions is closed. Because such cells generalise the notion of an exact square of functors, we call them exact cells.
In §5 we recall Street's definition of pointwise Kan extension in a 2-category, which uses comma objects to define such Kan extensions in terms of ordinary Kan extensions. The notion of comma object in 2-categories generalises to that of tabulation in equipments, and our main result shows that in an equipment that has all opcartesian tabulations, pointwise Kan extensions can be defined in terms of ordinary Kan extensions, analogous to Street's definition. From this it follows that, for such an equipment K, the pointwise Kan extensions in its vertical 2-category V (K), in the sense of Street, can be regarded as pointwise Kan extensions in K, in our sense. We close this paper by showing that the equipment of categories internal to some suitable category E has all opcartesian tabulations, strengthening a result of Betti given in [Bet96] .
In the forthcoming [Kou14] we consider conditions ensuring that algebraic Kan extensions can be lifted along the forgetful double functors Alg w (T ) → K. Here T denotes a double monad on a double category K, and Alg w (T ) is the double category of T -algebras, weak vertical T -morphisms and horizontal T -morphisms, where 'weak' means either 'lax', 'colax' or 'pseudo'.
Double categories
We start by recalling the notion of double category. References for double categories include [GP99] and [Shu08] .
For many mathematical objects there is not one but two natural notions of morphism: besides functions of sets X → Y one can also consider relations R ⊆ X × Y as morphisms X − − → Y , besides ring homomorphisms A → B one can also consider (A, B)-bimodules as morphisms A − − → B, and besides functors of categories C → D also 'profunctors' C op × D → Set can be considered as morphisms C − − → D. In each case the second type of morphism can be composed: relations are composed as usual, bimodules are composed using tensor products and profunctors by using 'coends'. It is worth noticing that in the latter two cases a choice of tensor product or coend has to be made for each composite, so that composition of bimodules and that of profunctors are not strictly associative.
In each of the previous examples the interaction between the two types of morphism can be described by 2-dimensional cells that are shaped like squares, as drawn below.
For example if f and g are ring homomorphisms, J is an (A, B)-bimodule and K is a (C, D)-bimodule, then the square φ below depicts an (f, g)-bilinear map J → Kthat is a homomorphism φ : J → K of abelian groups such that f a · φx = φ(a · x) and φx · gb = φ(x · b).
A B C D.
The notion of double category describes situations as above: generalising the notion of a 2-category, its data contains not one but two types of morphism while its cells are square like. Formally a double category is defined as a weakly internal category in the 2-category Cat of categories, functors and natural transformations, as follows; we shall give an elementary description afterwards.
Definition.
A double category K is given as follows.
It consists of a diagram of functors as on the left above, where K 1 × R L K 1 is the pullback on the right, such that
together with natural isomorphisms
The isomorphisms a, l and r are required to satisfy the usual coherence axioms for a monoidal category or bicategory (see e.g. Section VII.1 of [ML98] ), while their images under both R and L must be identities.
The objects of K 0 are called objects of K while the morphisms f : A → C of K 0 are called vertical morphisms of K. An object J of K 1 such that LJ = A and RJ = B is denoted by a barred arrow
and called a horizontal morphism. A morphism φ : J → K in K 1 , with Lφ = f : A → C and Rφ = g : B → D, is depicted and called a cell. We will call J and K the horizontal source and target of φ, while we call f and g its vertical source and target. A cell whose vertical source and target are identities is called horizontal. The composition of K 1 allows us to vertically compose two cells φ and ψ, that share a common horizontal edge as on the left below, to form a new cell ψ • φ whose sources and targets can be read off from the drawing of φ on top of ψ, as shown.
Two composable horizontal morphisms
− − → E can be composed using the functor , giving the horizontal composite J H : A − − → E. Likewise a pair of cells φ and χ, sharing a common vertical edge as in the middle above, can be horizontally composed, resulting in a cell φ χ whose sources and targets can be read off from the drawing of φ and χ side-by-side as shown. The functoriality of implies that, for a square of composable cells as on the right above, we have (ψ • φ) (ξ • χ) = (ψ ξ) • (φ χ); this identity is called the interchange law.
Finally K is equipped with a horizontal unit 1 A : A − − → A for each object A, as well as a horizontal unit cell 1 f , as on the left below, for each vertical morphism f : A → C. 
Cells whose horizontal source and target are units are called vertical. To make our drawings of cells more readable we will depict both vertical and horizontal identities simply as A A . For example vertical and horizontal cells will be drawn as respectively; also vertical cells will be often denoted as φ : f ⇒ g instead of the less informative φ : 1 A ⇒ 1 C . We will often describe compositions of cells by drawing 'grids' like that on the right of (1) above, in varying degrees of detail. In particular we shall often not denote identity cells in such grids but simply leave them empty. In horizontal compositions of more than two horizontal morphisms or cells we will leave out bracketings and assume a right to left bracketing, for example we will simply write J 1 · · · J n for J 1 · · · (J n−1 J n ) · · · . Moreover, when writing down compositions or drawing grids containing horizontal composites of more than two cells, we will leave out the (inverses of) associators and unitors of K. This is possible because their coherence implies that any two ways of filling in the left out (inverses of) associators and unitors result in the same composite. In fact Grandis and Paré show in their Theorem 7.5 of [GP99] that every double category is equivalent to a strict double category, whose associators and unitors are identity cells.
Examples.
In the remainder of this section we describe in detail the three double categories that we will use throughout: the archetypical double category Prof of categories, functors, profunctors and natural transformations, as well as two generalisations V-Prof and Prof(E), the first obtained by enriching over a suitable symmetric monoidal category V and the second by internalising in a suitable category E with pullbacks. Other examples can be found in Section 3 of [GP99] and Section 2 of [Shu08] .
1.3. Example. The double category Prof of profunctors is given as follows. Its objects and vertical morphisms, forming the category Prof 0 , are small categories and functors. Its horizontal morphisms J : A − − → B are profunctors, that is functors J : A op × B → Set. We think of the elements of J(a, b) as morphisms, and denote them j : a → b. Likewise we think of the actions of A and B on J as compositions; hence, for morphisms u : a → a and v :
Such transformations clearly vertically compose so that they form a category Prof 1 , with profunctors as objects.
The horizontal composition J H of a pair of composable profunctors J : A − − → B and H : B − − → E is defined on objects by the coends (J H)(a, e) = B J(a, -) × H(-, e). A coend is a type of colimit, see Section IX.6 of [ML98] ; in fact (J H)(a, e) coincides with the coequaliser of
where the maps let B(b 1 , b 2 ) act on J(a, b 1 ) and H(b 2 , e) respectively. This can be thought of as a multi-object (and cartesian) variant of the tensor product of bimodules. In detail, (J H)(a, e) forms the set of equivalence classes of pairs (j : a → b, h : b → e), where j ∈ J and h ∈ H, under the equivalence relation generated by (a
, for all j ∈ J, v ∈ B and h ∈ H. The definition of J H on objects is extended to a functor A op × E → Set by using the universal property of coends: the image of (u, w) : (a, e) → (a , e ) is taken to be the unique factorisation of
through the universal map defining (J H)(a , e).
Similarly the horizontal composite φ χ of the two cells above is given by the unique factorisation of the maps
through the universal maps defining (J H)(a, e). The associators a : (J H) K ∼ = J (H K) are obtained by using the fact that the cartesian product of Set preserves colimits in both variables, together with 'Fubini's theorem for coends': for any functor S :
; see Section IX.8 of [ML98] for the dual result for ends. Finally the unit profunctor 1 B on a category B is given by its hom-
given by the action of B on J defines J(a, b ) as the coequaliser of (2), in case H = 1 B , which induces the unitor r : J 1 B ∼ = J; the other unitor l : 1 A J ∼ = J is obtained likewise. The horizontal unit 1 f : 1 A ⇒ 1 C of a functor f : A → C is simply given by the actions A(a 1 , a 2 ) → C(f a 1 , f a 2 ) of f on the hom-sets.
1.4. Example. For any closed symmetric monoidal category V that is cocomplete there exists a V-enriched variant of the double category Prof, which is denoted V-Prof. It consists of small V-categories, V-functors and V-profunctors
The structure of a double category on V-Prof is given completely analogously to that on Prof, by replacing in the definition of Prof every instance of Set by V, and every cartesian product of sets by a tensor product of V-objects. In particular the horizontal composite J H is given by the coends (J H)(a, e) = B J(a, -)⊗H(-, e), which form coequalisers of the V-maps
that are induced by letting B(b 1 , b 2 ) act on J(a, b 1 ) and H(b 2 , e) respectively.
Next we describe the double category of spans in a category E with pullbacks, which will be used in describing the double category Prof(E) of categories, functors and profunctors internal in E.
1.5. Example. For a category E that has pullbacks, the double category Span(E) of spans in E is defined as follows. The objects and vertical morphisms of Span(E) are those of E, while a horizontal morphism
A cell φ as on the left below is a map φ : J → K in E such that the diagram in the middle commutes.
Given spans J : A − − → B and H : B − − → E, their composition J H is given by the usual composition of spans: after choosing a pullback J × B H of d 1 and d 0 as on the right above, it is taken to consist of the two sides in this diagram. That this composition is associative and unital up to coherent isomorphisms, with spans of the form A id ← − A id − → A as units 1 A , follows from the universality of pullbacks; horizontal composition of cells is also given using this universality.
Having recalled the notion of span in E we can now describe Prof(E).
1.6. Example. Let E be a category that has pullbacks and coequalisers, such that the coequalisers are preserved by pullback. The double category Prof(E) of categories, functors and profunctors internal in E is given as follows. An internal category A in E consists of a triple A = (A, m, e) where A = A 0
− → A 0 is a span in E, while m : A A ⇒ A and e : 1 A 0 ⇒ A are horizontal cells in Span(E), the multiplication and unit of A, which satisfy evident associativity and unit laws; see Section XII.1 of [ML98] . For example, a category internal in the category Cat of categories and functors is a strict double category; compare Definition 1.1.
An internal functor f : A → C in E consists of a cell f in Span(E) as on the left below, that is compatible with the multiplication and unit of A and B. An internal profunctor
− → B 0 equipped with actions of A and B, given by horizontal cells l : A J ⇒ J and r : J B ⇒ J in Span(E), that are compatible with the multiplication and unit of A and B, and satisfy a mixed associativity law; see Section 3 of [Bet96] .
Finally an internal transformation φ of internal profunctors, as in the middle above, is given by a cell φ in Span(E) as on the right, that is compatible with the actions in the sense that the following diagrams commute in E.
Given internal profunctors J : A − − → B and H : B − − → E, their horizontal composite J H is defined to be the coequaliser
of the E-maps given by the actions of B on J and H. The internal profunctor structures on J and H make J H into an internal profunctor A − − → E, by using the universal property of coequalisers and the fact that the coequalisers are preserved by pullback. The same universal property allows us to define horizontal composites of internal transformations, and it is not hard to prove that the horizontal composition of internal profunctors above is associative up to invertible associators. Moreover, notice that any internal category A can be regarded as an internal profunctor 1 A : A − − → A, with both actions given by the multiplication of A; these form the units for horizontal composition, up to invertible unitors.
Having described several examples, we now consider some simple constructions on double categories. The first constructions are duals: like 2-categories, double categories have both a vertical and horizontal dual as follows.
1.7. Definition. Given a double category K we denote by K op the double category that has the same objects and horizontal morphisms of K, while it has a vertical morphism f op : C → A for each vertical morphism f : A → C in K, and a cell φ op : K ⇒ J, as on the left below, for each cell φ in K as in the middle. The structure making K op into a double category is induced by that of K.
Likewise we denote by K co the double category whose objects and vertical morphisms are those of K, that has a horizontal morphism
as on the right above, for each cell φ in K as in the middle. The structure on K co is induced by that of K. We call K op the vertical dual of K, and K co the horizontal dual.
Secondly each double category contains a 'vertical 2-category' and a 'horizontal bicategory' as follows.
1.8. Definition. Let K be a double category. We denote by V (K) the 2-category that consists of the objects, vertical morphisms and vertical cells of K. The vertical composite ψφ of φ : f ⇒ g and ψ : g ⇒ h in V (K) is given by the horizontal composite φ ψ 1 in K, while the horizontal composite χ • φ in V (K), of composable cells φ : f ⇒ g and χ : k ⇒ l, is given by the vertical composite χ • φ in K.
Likewise the objects, horizontal morphisms and horizontal cells of K combine into a bicategory H(K) whose compositions, units and coherence cells are those of K.
In the case of V (K) we have to check that its vertical composition is strictly associative: this follows from the coherence axioms for K.
1.9. Example. It is easy to construct an isomorphism V (Prof) ∼ = Cat. Indeed, given functors f and g : A → C, a vertical cell φ : f ⇒ g in Prof, that is given by natural maps φ (a 1 ,a 2 ) : A(a 1 , a 2 ) → C(f a 1 , ga 2 ) where a 1 , a 2 ∈ A, corresponds under this isomorphism to the natural transformation f ⇒ g in Cat that has components φ (a,a) (id a ) : f a → ga. In the same way V (V-Prof) ∼ = V-Cat, the 2-category of small V-categories, V-functors and V-natural transformations. The bicategory H(V-Prof) is that of small V-categories, V-profunctors and V-natural transformations.
1 As usual we suppress the unitors here. If f , g and h are vertical morphisms A → C then φ ψ is short for the composite 1 A
1.10. Example. Let E be a category with pullbacks. Given internal functors f and g : A → C, an internal transformation φ : f ⇒ g is given by a cell φ in Span(E), as on the left below, that makes the diagram of E-maps on the right commute; see Section 1 of [Str74] .
Categories, functors and transformations internal in E form a 2-category Cat(E). If E has coequalisers preserved by pullback, so that the double category Prof(E) of profunctors internal in E exists, then it is not hard to show that V (Prof(E)) ∼ = Cat(E) by using the following lemma.
1.11. Lemma. Let f : A → C and g : A → D be internal functors in a category E with pullbacks, and let
Transformations of internal profunctors φ, of the form as on the left above and natural in the sense of (4), correspond bijectively to cells φ 0 of spans in E, as in the middle, that make the diagram on the right commute. This correspondence is given by the assignment
Proof. First we show that for an internal transformation φ as on the left above, given by an E-map φ : A → K, the composite φ 0 = φ • e A makes the naturality diagram on the right commute. To see this we compute its top leg:
where the second identity is the naturality of φ, see (4), while the third is the unit axiom for A. A similar argument shows that the bottom leg also equals φ so that commutativity follows. Secondly, for the reverse assignment we take
, which is the diagonal A → K of the commuting square above. To see that this forms a transformation of profunctors we have to show that the naturality diagrams (4) commute. That the first commutes is shown by
where the second identity follows from the functoriality of f , and the third from the associativity of l. The second naturality diagram of (4) commutes likewise. That the assignments thus given are mutually inverse follows easily from (5) above, and from the unit laws for f and l : C × C 0 K → K.
Equipments
Two important ways in which horizontal morphisms can be related to vertical morphisms are as 'companions' and 'conjoints'. Informally we think of the companion of f : A → C as being a horizontal morphism A − − → C that is 'isomorphic' to f , while its conjoint is a horizontal morphism C − − → A that is 'adjoint' to f .
Definition. Let f :
A → C be a vertical morphism in a double category K. A companion of f is a horizontal morphism f * : A − − → C equipped with cells f ε and f η as on the left below, such that
Dually a conjoint of f is a horizontal morphism f * : C − − → A equipped with cells ε f and η f as on the right above, such that ε f • η f = 1 f and ε f η f = id f * .
We call the cells f ε and f η above companion cells, and the identities that they satisfy companion identities; likewise the cells ε f and η f are called conjoint cells, and their identities conjoint identities. Notice that the notions of companion and conjoint are swapped when moving from K to K co .
Example.
In the double category V-Prof of V-profunctors the companion of a V-functor f : A → C can be given by f * = 1 C (f, id), that is f * (a, c) = C(f a, c). Taking
of f on hom-objects, we clearly have
Since this factorisation is obtained by precomposing the above with the map C(f a, c) →
, that is induced by the identity id a : 1 → A(a, a), we see that the second companion identity f η f ε = id f * holds as well.
The conjoint f
The notions of companion and conjoint are closely related to that of 'cartesian cell' and 'opcartesian cell' which we shall now recall, using largely the same notation as used in Section 4 of [Shu08] .
Definition.
A cell φ on the left below is called cartesian if any cell ψ, as in the middle, factors uniquely through φ as shown. Dually φ is called opcartesian if any cell χ as on the right factors uniquely through φ as shown.
If a cartesian cell φ exists then we call J a restriction of K along f and g, and write K(f, g) = J; if K = 1 C then we write C(f, g) = 1 C (f, g). By their universal property, any two cartesian cells defining the same restriction factor through each other as invertible horizontal cells. Moreover, since the vertical composite of two cartesian cells is again cartesian, and since vertical units id J are cartesian, it follows that restrictions are pseudofunctorial, in the sense that
Dually, if an opcartesian cell φ exists then we call K an extension of J along f and g; like restrictions, extensions are unique up to isomorphism and pseudofunctorial. In fact the notions of restriction and extension are vertically dual, that is they reverse when moving from K to K op . We shall usually not name cartesian and opcartesian cells, but simply depict them as below.
It is readily seen that the cell ε : K(f, g) ⇒ K given by the identity transformation on
) is the restriction of K along f and g.
The following lemmas record some standard properties of cartesian and opcartesian cells. The proof of the first is easy and omitted.
Lemma. [Pasting lemma]
In a double category consider the following vertical composite.
The following hold: Together the pair of lemmas above implies the following.
Theorem. [Shulman]
The following conditions on a double category K are equivalent:
(a) K has all companions and conjoints;
(b) K has all restrictions;
(c) K has all extensions.
Next is the definition of equipment.
2.10. Definition. An equipment is a double category together with, for each vertical morphism f : A → C, two specified pairs of cells ( f η, f ε) and (η f , ε f ) that define the companion f * : A − − → C and the conjoint f * : C − − → A respectively, as in Definition 2.1.
By Lemma 2.8 above, a specification of companions and conjoints induces a specification of restrictions and extensions, by taking the restriction of K : C − − → D along f : A → C and g : B → D to be K(f, g) = f * K g * , and likewise by taking the extension of J : A − − → B along f and g to be f * J g * . Unless specified otherwise we will always mean these particular restrictions and extensions, along with their defining cells as given by Lemma 2.8, when working in an equipment.
2.11. Example. The double category V-Prof of V-enriched profunctors is an equipment with companions and conjoints as given in Example 2.2.
2.12. Example. The double category Prof(E) can be made into an equipment as well. Briefly, the companion f * : A − − → C of an internal functor f : A → C can be taken to be the span f * = A 0
where
Consider a cell φ in a double category as in the middle below, and assume that the companions of f and g exist. Then the opcartesian and cartesian cell in the composite on the left below exist by Lemma 2.8, and we write φ * for the horizontal cell that is obtained by factorising φ as in the identity on the left below. Dually, if the conjoints of f and g exist then we write φ * for the factorisation of φ as on the right. Especially the factorisations φ * will be important later on.
2.13. Lemma. In a double category the correspondence φ ↔ φ * given above is functorial in the sense that, for horizontally composable cells as on the left below such that the conjoints of f , g and h exist, the identity on the right holds.
By horizontal duality the correspondence φ ↔ φ * is similarly functorial.
Proof. The opcartesian and cartesian cell in the composite on the right of (6) are defined by the horizontal composites η f id J and id K ε g respectively, so that the factorisation of φ is given by the composite φ * = ε f φ η g ; compare the proof of Lemma 2.8. Likewise the factorisations of χ and φ χ are given by χ * = ε g χ η h and (φ χ) * = ε f φ χ η h , so that the identity follows from the conjoint identity ε g • η g = 1 g .
We end this section with a useful consequence of Lemma 2.8.
2.14. Lemma. In an equipment consider the following horizontal composites.
The following hold for the composite on the left.
(a) If φ is cartesian and χ is opcartesian then φ χ is cartesian.
(b) If φ is opcartesian and χ is cartesian then φ χ is opcartesian.
For the composite on the right horizontally dual analogues hold, obtained by replacing ' φ' by ' ξ' and ' χ' by ' ψ'.
Proof. Proving (b) for the composite on the left suffices, since proving (a) is vertically dual while proving (a) and (b) for the composite on the right is horizontally dual to proving them for the composite on the left. So we assume φ to be opcartesian and χ to be cartesian. By Lemma 2.8 the horizontal composite η f id J g η forms, like φ, an opcartesian cell η : J ⇒ f * J g * that defines the extension of J along f and g, which thus factors through φ as an invertible horizontal cell η :
Composing φ χ with the isomorphisms η and ε gives
where the second identity follows from the companion identity g η g ε = id g * . By Lemma 2.8 the composite on the right-hand side is opcartesian, so that φ χ is too.
Kan extensions in double categories
We are now ready to describe various notions of Kan extension in double categories. In particular we shall extend a variation of Wood's notion of 'indexed (co-)limit' in 'bicategories equipped with abstract proarrows', that was given in [Woo82] , to a notion of pointwise Kan extension in double categories.
Let K be an equipment and consider the 2-category V (K) consisting of its objects, vertical morphisms and vertical cells. Recall that a vertical cell ε as on the left below As usual any two cells defining the same right Kan extension factor uniquely through each other as invertible vertical cells. We remark that the definition of Grandis and Paré is in fact more general, as it allows cells ε whose horizontal target is arbitrary where we assume it to be a horizontal unit.
As is shown by the discussion above, the preceding definition generalises the notion of right Kan extension in 2-categories as follows. 
which assign to u : m → rb the natural transformation with components
are bijections. That this coincides with the usual notion follows easily from the fact that the target of (7) is the set of cones from m to the functor b/j → A d − → M , where b/j denotes the comma category. For details see Section X.5 of [ML98] .
Given a closed symmetric monoidal category V = (V, ⊗, I, s, [-, -]) that is complete and cocomplete, we now assume that the functors j, d and r are V-functors, and that ε : r • j ⇒ d is a V-natural transformation. Then we can consider enriched variants of (7), which are V-maps
as we shall explain, and ε defines the V-functor r as the pointwise right Kan extension of d along j if these are isomorphisms; see the last condition of Theorem 4.6 of [Kel82] , which lists equivalent conditions on ε for it to define r as the pointwise right Kan extension. Pointwise Kan extensions along enriched functors were first introduced by Dubuc in Section I.4 of [Dub70] .
To describe (9) we first have to recall the definition of their targets, which form the 'V-objects of V-natural transformations' B(b, j -) ⇒ M (m, d -). We shall not do this H(b, -), K(a, -) ], where [-, -] is the inner hom of V. Dually to (3), these ends can be taken to be the equalisers of the V-maps
that are induced by letting E(e 1 , e 2 ) act on H(b, e 1 ) and K(a, e 1 ) respectively. The universal properties of these ends ensure that they combine to form a V-profunctor K H : A − − → B. Using the fact that ends are dual to coends, as well as the tensor-hom adjunction -⊗X [X, -] of V, it is straightforward to obtain a correspondence of V-natural transformations
To be precise we obtain, for all
where H(V-Prof) denotes the horizontal bicategory contained in the double category V-Prof, that is the bicategory of V-categories, V-profunctors and their transformations. We now return to describing the V-maps (9). First recall that
see Section 2.2 of [Kel82] . Next consider the V-natural transformation ε : r • j ⇒ d as a vertical cell in V-Prof, as on the left below.
It factors uniquely, through the opcartesian cell defining r * j * as the conjoint of r • j and the cartesian cell defining d * as the conjoint of d, as a horizontal cell ε * as in the middle; compare the definition of φ * in (6). Remembering from the proof of Lemma 2.8 that this factorisation is obtained by composing ε on the left with the cartesian cells ε j and ε r defining j * and r * , and on the right with the opcartesian cell η d defining d * , we find that ε * is induced by the V-maps
compare this with the components (8) that are used in the unenriched case. The cell ε * in turn uniquely corresponds to a horizontal cell (ε * ) as on the right of (11), under the adjunction (10), and the components of (ε * ) form the V-maps (9); see the last condition of Theorem 4.6 of [Kel82] .
The following definition summarises this section.
3.4. Definition. Let V be a closed symmetric monoidal category that is complete and cocomplete. A V-natural transformation ε : r • j ⇒ d of V-functors, as on the left of (11), defines the V-functor r as the pointwise right Kan extension of d along j if the corresponding V-natural transformation of V-profunctors (ε * ) : r * ⇒ d * j * , as on the right of (11), is invertible.
Pointwise Kan extensions in double categories.
In this section we, by mimicking the ideas of the previous section, obtain a notion of pointwise right Kan extension in 'right closed' equipments, which we extend to general double categories afterwards. The first notion is closely related to Wood's definition of 'indexed limit' in bicategories that are, in his sense, 'equipped with abstract proarrows', as introduced in [Woo82] .
More precisely, by restricting Wood's notion of bicategories equipped with abstract proarrows to 2-categories, one obtains a notion that is equivalent to that of equipments in our sense which, additionally, are both right closed (see below) and 'left closed'; for details see Appendix C of [Shu08] . In such '2-categories equipped with abstract proarrows' Wood's notion of indexed limit coincides with Definition 3.7 given below.
3.6. Definition. A double category K is called right closed if, for each horizontal morphism H : B − − → E, the functor
has a right adjoint -H.
As in (11), in a right closed equipment K every cell ε on the left below corresponds to the horizontal cell ε * in the middle, which in turn corresponds to a horizontal cell (ε * ) on the right, under the adjunction -J -J.
Mimicking Definition 3.4 we make the following definition. It is closely related to Wood's definition of indexed limit, as previously discussed. Similarly V-weighted limits can be defined in V-Prof, as follows. Given a V-weight j : B → V, notice that it can be regarded as a V-profunctor J : 1 − − → B, where 1 denotes the 'unit' V-category, consisting of one object * and 1( * , * ) = I, the unit of V. As with enriched Kan extensions, one can show that the j-weighted limit of a V-functor d : B → M exists if and only if the pointwise right Kan extension of d along J exists in V-Prof.
In order to extend Definition 3.7 to general double categories we restate its condition '(ε * ) is invertible' in terms that do not use conjoints or the right adjoint -J, as follows. It is easy to see that (ε * ) is invertible if and only if ε * forms a 'universal arrow -J ⇒ d * ', in the sense of Section III.1 of [ML98] . This means that every cell ψ as on the left below factors uniquely through ε * as shown.
of the form on the left above, under the unique factorisation through the composite on the right, where K is any choice of extension of H along s; this composite is opcartesian by Lemma 2.14.
We conclude that, in the case that K is a right closed equipment, the definition below coincides with Definition 3.7. 
The following two lemmas record some simple properties of pointwise Kan extensions. The second one, on iterated pointwise Kan extensions, generalises the analogous result for pointwise Kan extensions along enriched functors; see Theorem 4.47 of [Kel82] . Its proof is straightforward and omitted.
3.11. Lemma. The cell ε below defines r as a right Kan extension whenever it defines r as a pointwise right Kan extension. The converse holds once the pointwise right Kan extension of d along J is known to exist. We close this section with a lemma showing that 'precomposition is a form of pointwise right Kan extension', which will be very useful in the next section.
3.13. Lemma. Consider a composable pair f : A → C and r : C → M in a double category, and assume that the companion f * : A − − → C of f exists. The composite below defines r • f as the pointwise right Kan extension of r along f * .
Proof. We have to show that every cell φ as on the left-hand side below factors uniquely through the composite above. That such a factorisation exists is shown by the following identity, which is obtained by using one of the companion identities for f * .
To show that this factorisation is unique assume that there exists another cell φ , as on the left below, such that φ = φ (1 r • cart). Then the following equation, which uses the other companion identity for f * , shows that φ coincides with the factorisation that was obtained above. 
Exact cells
In this section we introduce the notion of 'exact cell' in double categories. In the double category Prof of unenriched profunctors exact cells generalise the 'carrés exacts' that were studied by Guitart in [Gui80], as we shall see in Example 4.6. Proof. First notice that by Lemma 2.8 we may, without loss of generality, assume that the opcartesian cell above is given by the horizontal composite of id J and the opcartesian cell defining g * ; in particular we thus have K = J g * . For any cell ε as on the left below consider the following identity, which follows from one of the companion identities for g * . We have to show that ε defines r as a (pointwise) right Kan extension if and only if the composite of the first two columns on the right-hand side does so.
The last column of the right-hand side above defines d • g as a pointwise right Kan extension by Lemma 3.13, so that the proof follows from the pasting lemma.
The following example shows that the notion of initial cell extends the classical notion of 'initial functor'. is opcartesian in Prof. To see this, notice that the latter is equivalent to the horizontal cell cart * : ! * g * ⇒! * , that is the factorisation of the cell above defined by (6), being invertible. Remembering the coequalisers (2) that define horizontal composition in Prof, the latter is readily seen to be equivalent to the comma categories g/x being connected for each x. The cell φ is pointwise right exact as soon as the horizontal cell φ * : J g * ⇒ f * K, that is defined by (6), is invertible.
Proof. If φ * is invertible then the left identity of (6) factors φ into an opcartesian cell, which defines the extension of J along g, followed by a cartesian cell which defines the restriction of K along f . The first is pointwise right exact by Proposition 4.2 and the second by Proposition 4.4, so that their vertical composite φ is pointwise right exact too. 
are bijections. In Section 1 of [Gui80] a natural transformation φ as on the left above, such that φ * is invertible, is called a 'carré exact'; this explains our terminology of 'right exact cell'. The condition of φ * being an isomorphism is known as the right Beck-Chevalley condition; in Prof this condition is in fact equivalent to φ being a right exact cell in the sense of Definition 4.1, as follows from Theorem 1.10 of [Gui80] .
Pointwise Kan extensions in terms of Kan extensions
In this section we show that if an equipment K has all 'opcartesian tabulations' then pointwise Kan extensions in K (Definition 3.9) can be defined in terms of Kan extensions (Definition 3.1). This is analogous to Street's definition of pointwise Kan extension in 2-categories, that was introduced in [Str74] , which we recall first.
5.1. Pointwise Kan extensions in 2-categories. Street's definition of pointwise Kan extension in 2-categories uses the notion of 'comma object' in a 2-category, which is recalled below. It generalises the well-known notion of a 'comma category' f /g of two functors f : A → C and g : B → C, in the 2-category Cat of categories, functors and transformations; see Section II.6 of [ML98] .
5.2. Definition. Given two morphisms f : A → C and g : B → C in a 2-category C, the comma object f /g of f and g consists of an object f /g equipped with projections π A and π B , as in the diagram on the left below, as well as a cell π :
, that satisfies the following 1-dimensional and 2-dimensional universal properties.
Given any other cell φ in C as in the middle above, the 1-dimensional property states that there exists a unique morphism φ :
The 2-dimensional property is the following. Suppose we are given another cell ψ as in the identity on the right above, which factors through π as ψ : X → f /g, like φ factors as φ . Then for any pair of cells ξ A : φ A ⇒ ψ A and ξ B : φ B ⇒ ψ B , such that the identity above holds, there exists a unique cell ξ :
We can now give Street's definition of pointwise left Kan extension, that was introduced in Section 4 of [Str74] . Thus pointwise right Kan extensions in V-Prof, as defined in Definition 3.7, will in general not be pointwise in the 2-category V-Cat = V (V-Prof), in the above sense. In the next subsection we will consider a condition on equipments K ensuring that pointwise right Kan extensions in K, as in Definition 3.9, do correspond to pointwise right Kan extensions in V (K), as in the definition above; see Corollary 5.13.
Pointwise Kan extensions in terms of Kan extensions.
Having recalled how Street's definition of pointwise Kan extension in a 2-category is given in terms of ordinary Kan extensions, we now wonder whether pointwise Kan extensions in equipments K can be defined in terms of ordinary ones too. It turns out that we can as soon as K has 'opcartesian tabulations'. We start by recalling the definition of tabulation from Section 5 of [GP99] , where it is called 'tabulator'. Tabulations generalise comma objects, as we will see in Proposition 5.9.
5.6. Definition. Given a horizontal morphism
Given any other cell φ in K as on the right above, the 1-dimensional property states that there exists a unique vertical morphism φ : It is easy to check that π satisfies both the 1-dimensional and 2-dimensional universal property above, and that it is opcartesian.
5.8. Example. Generalising the previous example, we will show in Proposition 5.15 that all internal profunctors of the double category Prof(E) admit opcartesian tabulations.
Comma objects and tabulations are related as follows.
5.9. Proposition. Let f : A → C and g : B → C be vertical morphisms in a double category K. If both the cartesian cell and the tabulation below exist then their composite defines the object C(f, g) as the comma object of f and g in V (K).
Proof. This follows immediately from the fact that the unique factorisations defining the comma object of f and g in V (K), as in Definition 5.2, correspond precisely to unique factorisations through the tabulation above in K, as in Definition 5.6, by factorising them through the cartesian cell.
If an equipment has opcartesian tabulations then any (pointwise) right Kan extension can be regarded as a (pointwise) right Kan extension along a conjoint, as follows. Combining the previous result with Proposition 5.10, we see that in an equipment K with opcartesian tabulations all pointwise Kan extensions can be regarded as pointwise Kan extensions in V (K), as follows.
5.14. Opcartesian tabulations for internal profunctors. We close this paper by showing that internal profunctors admit opcartesian tabulations. A weaker version of this result is given by Betti in [Bet96] , whose notion of tabulation is a variant of the 1-dimensional property of Definition 5.6, which is weakened by only requiring that π • 1 φ = φ holds up to invertible vertical cells φ A ∼ = π A • φ and φ B ∼ = π B • φ . The proof given below shows that the tabulations in Prof(E) can be chosen such that both universal properties of Definition 5.6 hold, in the strict sense.
5.15. Proposition. [Betti] Let E be a category with pullbacks, and coequalisers that are preserved by pullbacks. The equipment Prof(E) of profunctors internal in E admits opcartesian tabulations.
Proof. Consider an internal profunctor J = (J, l, r) : A − − → B between internal categories A = (A, m A , e A ) and B = (B, m B , e B ). We will define a cell π, as on the left below, and show that it satisfies the universal properties and that it is opcartesian. Definition of π. We first define the internal category J . As its underlying E-span we take J 0 = J and let J be the pullback of the actions of B and A on J, as on the right above, while the source and target maps are given by the projections below. Notice that these are the internal versions of the sets of objects and morphisms that underlie the tabulation of an ordinary profunctor, as described in Example 5.7. 
where the first factor of W is the pullback of the objects labelled (1) and (2), the second factor is the pullback of those labelled (3) and (4), and where the unlabelled maps are projections. In the case of E = Set, W consists of quadruples of pairs of maps, one in each of the sets on the top row above, such that the pairs in (1) and (2), as well as those in (3) and (4), form commutative squares (13), and such that the bottom map of the first of (14). That it is natural follows from the associativity of the actions of A and B on J. This completes the definition of the internal transformation π. Universal properties of π. To see that π satisfies the 1-dimensional property of Definition 5.6 we consider an internal transformation φ as on the left below; we have to show that it factors uniquely through π as an internal functor φ : X → J . that these maps coincide after composition with r and l respectively follows from the identity on the left above. Naturality of ξ follows from that of ξ A and ξ B . This completes the proof of the universal properties of π.
The cell π is opcartesian. To show that π is opcartesian we have to show that every internal transformation χ as on the left below factors uniquely as shown. The internal transformation χ is given by an E-map χ : J → K, and precomposing the identity above with the unit e J : J → J , for which π • e J = id J holds, gives χ • e J = χ . Thus the identity above determines χ as χ = χ • e J = χ 0 , where χ 0 is as in Lemma 1.11. That χ = χ 0 is natural with respect to the action of A is shown by the following equation. The first and third identities here are straightforward to check, while the second and fourth follow from the naturality of χ 0 (see Lemma 1.11) and the unit axiom for r respectively. That χ is natural with respect to the action of B is shown similarly. This concludes the proof.
